
 

                                                GT 45 valve head.

The GT 45 is a Hand Wired 45W valve guitar head designed to deliver classic guitar tone at any 
volume level.

Using a mix of classic and unusual circuit design this all valve head will provide a wealth of classic 
and modern tones to suit most guitar styles.

Features:

‘Cascode’ Front end. This little used circuit topology uses a standard triode (ECC83)  to give gain 
levels and tone similar to a small signal pentode. The gain from this is in excess of 200! And unlike 
many Pentodes operated at this level is less prone to microphonics. The stage also has similar sonic 
properties to a small signal pentode.

Wide range tone controls. The simple tone circuit provides an excellent range of control over the 
guitars range but also changes the gain structure of the amp giving a slight gain boost depending on 
settings used.

Power Scaling. This is probably the best feature you could have on any amp! Developed by LONDON 
POWER amps in Canada this allows the amp to be dialled down from 100% power to less than 1%. 
Allowing power valve overdrive at any volume! Fantastic for small gigs or recording, or even home 
use. This feature is retro fittable to most valve amps please ask!

Ultra Linear output section. The output valves are operated in Ultra Linear mode. Not commonly seen 
in guitar amps but, combined with zero negative feedback gives the amp a sweet ‘singing’ tonality with 
crystal clear tone. The KT77 output valves were originally designed to operate in UL and have a tone 
similar to EL34’s.

External bias monitoring and adjustment. To keep valves operating at their peak and for correct 
adjustment when fitting new output valves.

Valve Rectifier. The GT45 uses a 5U4 valve rectifier to give a softer vintage tone with good 
compression and touch response.

Hand-wired eyelet board construction. For maximum reliability and ease of servicing used well over 
spec components (eg all our resistors are rated for a minimum of twice the power they will ever see).
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Valves:

2 x ECC83 ( pre-amp and Phase Inverter)

2 X KT77 (output)

1 X 5U4  (Rectifier)

Control Panel features

Volume. Controls the volume and gain of the amp, gain levels are highly interactive with tone control 
settings and Scale settings. Experiment! There’s a lot of range here.

Treble. The Treble control not only acts as a high frequency tone control but also controls high 
frequency gain, giving more gain at high and high mid frequencies as it is moved clockwise. 

Bass.  Controls the low, and low mid frequencies. Again this is interactive with the volume control.

Scale. The Scale control enables the power of the amp to be dialled down from 45W to less than half 
a watt. This incredibly useful feature allows the power section to be overdriven at any volume level 
from whisper quiet to full volume. A bonus of this is that unlike attenuators which require the amp to be 
run flat out, Power Scaling actually can extend the life of the output valves, since although they are 
producing power valve overdrive they are actually running at a lower power level. This should allow 
you to get your tone at any volume AND keep the front of house sound man or the neighbours happy!

Power. Turns the Amp on! There is no standby switch, contrary to popular belief valve amps don’t 
need a standby, particularly ones with a valve rectifier which do not like to be ‘hot switched’ ie  they 
don’t like the supply to be switched on and off while the heater filaments are on, this is a major cause 
of valve rectifier failure. In most amps the standby acts as an expensive mute switch! Which can be 
done far more effectively and cheaply in other ways.
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Rear panel Features.

Speaker impedance selection.  The GT45’s output transformer has a complex secondary winding to 
allow full use of the secondary windings for maximum efficiency. This requires an unusual impedance 
switching arrangement. But don’t worry its simpler than it looks! Whatever load impedance you intend 
to use (ie the cab impedance) simply plug into the jack socket marked for that impedance and set the 
impedance selector switch to the setting marked for that impedance.

Bias. This allows the output valve bias conditions to be set. But… don’t do it if you are not fully 
conversant with what this means! You could cause serious harm to the amp if you don’t adjust this 
correctly. If in doubt consult a properly qualified technician. For details on how to adjust the bias 
contact Bluebird Amplifiers and we will be happy to run through it with you.

What’s it gonna sound like?

Best way we like to describe it is that it sounds like what you expect an old JTM 45 to sound like but 
never quite does! but with more range and control.

 Seriously though it has that great thick chewy, creamy overdrive but the interactive tone controls 
allow you to dial in more bite too. And the power scaling allows you to do it at any level.
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